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your situation? This issue has become a common theme for people looking to buy these
devices. It will accomplish this task by covering every relevant topic about these useful
products from types to top tier brands. Our article will even provide 12 product reviews of the
options that we feel have the best chance to meet your needs. In other words, we intend on
giving you all the info a person might need to make a smart choice when buying one of these
devices. We just want to make sure this process ends with a smile on your face rather than a
feeling of being misled. So please, keep reading and let this article help you find the perfect
device. This section will start us off by offering those 12 product reviews mentioned previously.
These discussions should end up being a crucial resource during your search. In fact, each one
will give you a better handle of what a top tier weight distribution hitch looks and offers. Both
these figures should mesh well with the 8,pound trailer that I intend on towing over the summer.
This aspect makes sure you can bet on the device lasting more than a few years. I also love that
the hitch-ball comes pre-installed as it makes the install process much easier. They even felt
kind enough to offer a 5-year warranty with purchase. This ability comes from it coming with
everything a person might need to get one of these devices working. The model even comes
with a hitch ball with purchase, which will make this entire process much easier. The installation
was another aspect receiving a high amount of praise in customer reviews. I love that It can
handle most towable trailers and RVs as well. Both these issues can lead to severe
consequences when left unchecked. I was also excited to see this model comes with a year
warranty. And it does seem like Pro Series honors these warranties based on the customer
reviews. I also found its versatility to be an intriguing feature. For instance, this design
improves your ability to steer, brake, and provides a safe towing experience without any issues.
We should also mention that this model even comes with a lifetime warranty. After all, why
would a brand offer a lifetime warranty for a product with a short lifespan? It has one notable
issue that could make a lot of buyers look elsewhere. You see, this option happens to be one of
the most costly products on our entire list. This model makes the install much easier by having
a lightweight design and adjustable frame brackets. These two ratings should help this product
appeal to a lot of different towing situations. These spring bars have proven to offer unmatched
sway control and integrated weight distribution. This hitch will also be able to offer these safe
towing trips for many years. In other words, the price is more than fair when you consider all
these top tier features. The Fastway E2 2-point Sway Control has become a favorite among
buyers recently. This aspect brings forth such a positive reaction because it can easily prevent

trailer sway before it happens. It also helps that this hitch can easily fit into 2-inch receivers.
This amount of versatility could go along way in making sure you get the best bang for your
buck. You see, this hitch is made from steel materials that are highly durable and resistant to
corrosion. These aspects will ensure you never have to worry about an issue such as rust
becoming a problem. Even if you do encounter an issue such as rust, you can rely on the year
warranty that comes with this device. But these ratings still ensure this hitch will be useful in a
large number of situations. Our next product comes from one of the most well-known brands in
this market, CURT. This design feature ensures the hitch stays smooth and quiet while towing.
But none of these features is the best part about this load distribution hitch. It seems some
customers received the product in less than ideal condition â€” not a great look for a top tier
brand like CURT. Honestly, this product has everything a person could be looking for in a trailer
sway control kit. An excellent example of its features would be the motion-dampening system.
This aspect helps decrease the bounce of both your tow vehicle and trailer. This system even
self-adjusts to ensure the best towing situation possible. Given this info, it seems like trailer
sway will be the last of your worries with the Andersen Hitches Weight Distribution Hitch. Due
to this, the system removes one more potential hassle from your life. As for its weight ratings, it
falls right in line with the other models on this list. It also comes with a lifetime warranty, which
should ensure you get proper protection against accidents. One of these features is the
integrated friction sway control, which functions as well as you could expect. And it succeeded
because the hitch head now makes bar connections much easier. This aspect has rust-resistant
qualities, which will make the product last longer. We should mention that this hitch is capable
of fitting any trailer with a 6-inch bottom mount coupler as well. The weight ratings are rather
standard with a GTW of 10, pounds and TW of 1, pounds to ensure it can work in many
situations. It also features a lifetime warranty like some of the other options on this list. What do
I mean by control? Well, you can control the amount of sway control placed on your trailer by
adjusting the clamp. This aspect puts the entire process into the palm of your hands. It gives
you the power to turn this feature off or on whenever it fits your situation. Aside from the
adjustable sway control, this model also offers more ground clearance than other options. It can
offer this benefit thanks to its top-loading spring bars, which will ensure installing the hitch
never seems like a big deal. This model also has a low-noise operation to make your towing
experience as quiet as possible. You can instead quickly hook it up and remove it without
wasting much effort time. This aspect was something many customers felt the need to point out
positively in the customer reviews. People were rather intrigued by this product allowing you to
back up and turn without worrying about the hitch disconnecting as well. As with some other
models on our list, this product also comes with a lifetime warranty. One of the reasons behind
this claim is that the product comes with everything needed for proper install. This aspect will
keep your trailer in check and prevent sway from ever becoming a problem during your trip.
This aspect means that the product will have low ground clearance, which makes ideal for
people who have a tall tow vehicle like a truck or SUV. The price being rather low certainly helps
its case as well. I mean, this product has a cost that most would consider a bargain when you
look at its great features. An excellent example of its features would be the adjustable shank.
This aspect allows the user to adjust their hitch based on a specific situation. As a result, this
product seems a step ahead of its rivals when it comes to convenience. These spring bars are
interchangeable and have a positive latching action for easy operation purposes. I also found
its heavy-duty and sturdy design to be an appealing trait. This design will ensure the hitch
remains functioning and useful for many years. You even have a 5-year warranty as a back-up
plan to offer protection against the product, not meeting your expectations. These discussions
revealed that a few customers were overwhelmed by the weight of the hitch at first. This issue
could be what resulted in the second problem that was people felt it too take long to install.
Finding the right weight distribution hitch will come down to a few factors. This section will
introduce you to these elements and provide extensive detail about each of them. The simplest
way to understand this aspect is knowing the two basic parts: gross trailer weight GTW and
tongue weight TW. For instance, a person with a 10, pound fully loaded trailer will want a hitch
that has a maximum GTW of more than 10, pounds. Honestly, these customer reviews will be
vital resources and something you should lean on heavily during this search. A good guideline
would be looking for products with reviews stating the install took between 30 to 60 minutes.
But the important thing right now is that any weight distribution hitch worth getting will end up
having this crucial feature. One aspect customers tend to overlook is the convenience that a
weight distribution hitch with pre-installed components offers. You see, many brands send
these products with components already attached on the hitch systems. This aspect ends up
making the install process much easier for the person receiving it. In fact, many people who are
first-time owners of a weight distribution hitch find these pre-installed parts to be incredibly

helpful. This extra cost will need to be reflected in your budgetary ranges. A realistic budget will
make it much more likely that this process finishes with you feeling happy about your decision.
Due to this, the overflooded market will now become much more manageable and filled with
options which fulfill your unique needs. Finding the right choice in this more manageable
amount of options should be rather easy and painless. This factor might seem like common
sense, but any hitch worth choosing will be durable. An excellent way to examine this aspect is
by reading customer reviews. These reports will provide various indications about how well
each product holds up over time. Trust me; a product with a widespread durability issue will be
ripped to shreds in these writeups. After all, nobody likes spending a large sum of money on
something like a hitch and having to buy another one in a few months. This section will provide
all the other background information needed to make a sound choice when buying a weight
distribution hitch. As you probably know, towing a trailer can be rather dangerous. One of the
leading reasons for it being hazardous is the existence of trailer sway, which can cause a driver
to lose control. This issue is where having a weight distribution hitch will help. You see, a
weight distribution hitch is a device that a driver can attach to their trailer and helps make
driving maneuvers easier. This aspect means turning, steering, and braking become less of a
hassle then they would be without the device in place. This figure will usually end up being
about 10 to 15 percent of your GTW. As a result, a truck with a trunk full of items would end
having a higher TW. The first thing to know about a trailer diving is how it occurs. Your trailer
will dive when the TW is too much when compared to the GW. But trailer sway is a whole
different matter and happens when the TW is too low. This event can end up leading you to lose
control of your tow vehicle. It can even lead to the trailer flipping and bringing your tow vehicle
along for the ride. This situation will most likely lead to a severe accident and poses a risk to
everyone around you. This balance is found by using one of these weight distribution hitches.
As you can see, these devices end up being a worthwhile investment based on the safety they
provide. Of course, the actual process has a bit more detail. This situation means that all of this
weight is now bearing down onto your rear axle, which causes something called squat. This
issue is where a weight distribution hitch will help. These devices will lift your vehicle rear using
its spring bars or chains and pushes the weight back onto the front axle. A weight distribution
hitch accomplishes this task by using the spring bars or chains to create upward pressure. This
process results in the front axle having almost the same weight on it with the trailer attached as
it would without towing anything. Therefore, the front axle can now do everything you need to
do, such as turn, steer, or brake without any issues. The good news is that there are only three
variations of these devices: round bar hitches, trunnion bar hitches, and Andersen hitches. As
you might imagine, each type has a situation where it would fit the best. This info will end up
being a vital part of your final decision. Another critical detail is that these devices are kept in
place using clips. This design results in you having more clearance room to attach your trailer
onto a tow vehicle. As a result, these devices might not be the best choice for people towing
around backroads. But we should mention these types do tend to be a bit cheaper and are still
quite effective at their jobs. Trunnion bars weight distribution hitches are almost exactly like the
round bar types except for two key differences. This design gives them even more ground
clearance than your round bar types. But it does make adjusting the head a more difficult task.
Our last type is the Andersen weight distribution hitch, which uses chains and dampers rather
than sway bars. These types have proven to be incredibly effective at reducing bounce and
trailer sway. It also helps that the tightness of these chains and dampers are controlled by using
a button. But their higher quality and top tier performance make them have a much higher price
tag than our previous two types. I thought summing these benefits up in one section could
make these advantages even more evident. Your regular trailer hitch will no doubtable be great
for pulling your trailer. But these hitches offer many instabilities in certain driving conditions.
This issue comes from these products attaching to your tow vehicle via a single point. Due to
this, the trailer will balance and tip around this singular point. This design can become rather
problematic when you enter an area with high winds which can create an imbalance. It can then
lead to issues such as a sway when driving at high speed. Swaying most often occurs when a
driver is either making a turn or braking. It can be quite frustrating to plan a driving route
around the limitations of your trailer. After all, you never know when some snow or a rainstorm
might make the driving conditions less than ideal. It never hurts to have a bit more security.
These weight distribution hitches can provide it by offering an extra amount of stability when
encountering rough conditions. Each weight distribution hitch brand mentioned in our product
section would fall under the category of being respectable. Both brands have time and time
again shown a willingness to go above the expectations of their customers. This quality has led
them to become forces within the weight distribution hitch market. I thought diving into their
backgrounds could give you a better idea about what makes them unique. Since getting their

start in , Reese has one of the most common names associated with the heavy-duty towing
market. They were able to gain this popularity by regularly outpacing their rivals with innovative
designs and unmatched performance. It also helps that Reese has gained a reputation for
providing great customer service. Their journey into becoming a household name comes from
their willingness to always search for ways of improving its products. This search even goes
into considering customer feedback, which is a nice touch. This feeling is only confirmed more
by their outstanding customer service as well. As we mentioned earlier, the sway control feature
itself can come in two different types. One type works by stopping the swaying once it begins,
and the other prevents it from ever occurring. Each type deals with swaying differently. What
does this mean? Once the swaying starts, the spring bars will produce a downward force. The
resistance consists of both steel-on-steel resistance and resistance of material that has the
same consistency to brake pads. Both of them combining will be enough to ensure your trailer
stops swaying and stays in a straight line. As a result, it produces tension which will keep your
trailer straight and sway-free. This action will stop any bucking or binding of your trailer. An
independent sway control device will feature friction pads as well. Many of the best weight
distribution hitches have sway control that can prevent sway from ever starting. This controlled
location of the spring bars keeps its entire system secure and will keep your trailer from
swaying side to side. You might also come across hitches that have four points of sway control
built into their designs. These models rely on a stable connection in the head unit to get enough
tension. Meanwhile, the other two points work to provide resistance as well. This amount of
tension will ensure swaying never becomes an issue. For instance, a trailer with a TW way
below the given weight for the hitch can cause the weight distribution to become unpredictable
and dangerous. The hitch will end up being utterly useless. We should also mention that it
never hurts to call a professional or ask for help from a fellow RVer on these matters. You can
then feed them your particular info and receive a more detailed answer than I can provide with
these general terms. The best place to start looking for a weight distribution hitch would be
through Amazon. Their selection and prices tend to be much better than other options. These
reviews could be the difference between getting a top tier weight distribution hitch or finding
yourself stuck with a dud. One of these other places would be Camping World, which will have a
decent selection and prices. Due to this, comparing rates between these two sites would be a
wise move. Given the price tags on these devices, saving a few dollars here or there could make
a lot of difference. This benefit might not seem like a big deal, but these devices are a bit
complicated. Having a knowledgeable person around to help during this process could be
wildly helpful. You just have to apply the info learned here, and the choice should become
apparent rather quickly. It might even be one from our product review section. It just has to be
one that fits your particular needs perfectly. But if any issues arise during your search, please
feel free to leave a comment below. As an example you cannot back up with the Curt model you
describe according to the MFR specs. Maybe why BlueOx is more expensive. I have not looked
at other hitches for backing capabilities but will from now on. Equal-i-zer 4-point Sway Control
Hitch 4. Husky Center Line TS 5. Fastway E2 2-point Sway Control Hitch 6. Andersen Hitches
Weight Distribution Hitch 8. Pro Series Weight Distribution Kit But there was one detail that I did
concern me a little during my research. Not all parts made inside the United States. But there
was one issue that kept coming up during my research. It seems this product produces a lot of
noise during towing. As someone with sensitive ears, this issue would end up being a massive
problem for me. Easy to install Low price year warranty 1,pound tongue weight capacity
10,pound gross trailer weight rating Durable construction. Some customers reported the hitch
was a bit noisy during towing. Lightweight design Adjustable frame brackets All required
hardware is included 12,pound gross trailer weight limit to 1,pound tongue weight Built-in sway
control. As for flaws, this product does have one that provides a small amount of concern. It
seems a few customers found the install process a bit more tricky than expected. Excellent
built-in sway control feature year warranty Can easily fit into 2-inch receivers Lightweight
design Fair price Compatible with various trailers. Some customers felt the install process was
a bit too tricky. A few customers experience packaging and shipping issues. But all these perks
come with one rather large issue. You see, this model happens to be one of the more costly on
our entire list. The good news is that these concerns were only in a few reviews. Both problems
were just mentioned enough where I had to discuss them in this article a little. Adjustable sway
control Offers more ground clearance than other models GTW limit of 6, pounds TW rating of
pounds Affordable price Hitch ball included. Some customers reported shipping and durability
issues. This problem happens to be the price, which is well outside my price range. Lifetime
warranty Weatherproof Easy to install Can back up without having to disconnect hitch
Lightweight design GTW limit of 10, pounds and TW rating of 1, pounds. The first one is that
this model tends to be somewhat loud when being used. This aspect can get quite annoying

during a long haul. Noisy operation Heavier than most models. Straightforward install process
GTW limit of 14, pounds and TW rating of 1, pounds Adjustable shank Fair price 5-year warranty
included Durable and sturdy design. Heavier design than most models The install process takes
a lot of time. Otherwise great and informative article. Most people who've driven a trailer have
experienced at least a few heart-pounding moments when their trailers started to sway and they
worried they might lose control of the vehicles. One way to help ensure disaster won't strike,
especially if you're pulling a very large load, is to use a weight distribution system. To
understand how a weight distribution system works, we need to familiarize ourselves with two
terms. The first one is gross trailer weight or GTW , which, as you can probably guess,
describes the total weight of the trailer, including cargo, fuel and anything else you've got in
there. The second term is tongue weight. Tongue weight is the portion of the load generally
between about 10 and 15 percent of the gross trailer weight that's far enough forward in the
trailer that it presses down on the hitch. Tongue weight or TW also includes any weight that's
behind the rear axle of the towing vehicle. So if you plan on loading up the trunk, you'll need to
factor that in. Having too much tongue weight in relation to gross trailer weight can cause the
hitch of the trailer -- and the rear axle of the tow vehicle -- to dive , meaning the front of the
trailer will head toward the ground, bringing the front of the towing vehicle off of the ground.
Obviously, if your tow vehicle dives too far, such as in situations when you need to brake
quickly, you'll loose braking traction and steering control of the wheels on the front axle, which
can be very dangerous. The opposite is also true of too little relative tongue weight. In those
situations, a trailer will be more prone to sway , and it can swing back and forth out of control.
Because of these two factors, you can see why finding the delicate balance between tongue
weight and gross trailer weight is so vital. Weight distribution hitches can help prevent those
dangerous conditions and improve a vehicle's ability to turn , brake and steer, especially in the
case of large loads, which can be hard to maneuver in a safe and controlled manner. On the
next page, we'll take a closer look at how this is possible. We learned on the last page about
gross trailer weight and tongue weight and why they're such big factors in towing a trailer. Keep
in mind, too, the more weight you add to the equation, the more the situation is exacerbated.
While a weight distribution system can't increase the total amount of weight a tow vehicle can
haul beyond its maximum capacity, it can improve handling by distributing some of the weight
off the tongue and onto the other axles -- thereby safely getting you closer to that maximum
mark. To understand this, keep in mind what we read on the last page concerning too much or
too little tongue weight. With a weight carrying hitch -- one lacking a weight distribution system
-- there needs to be a delicate balance struck between how much weight is on the tongue, or
your towing excursion could end in disaster. You still need to carefully keep the same ratios of
tongue weight and gross trailer weight in mind with a weight distribution hitch, but when you
have a heavier load you have to consider how much more tongue weight that actually entails. A
weight distribution system is important because it eases the situation by spreading some of
that increased tongue weight off the rear axle of the tow vehicle and onto the front axle, as well
as the axle or axles of the trailer. With that leverage, everything balances out and driving
performance increases dramatically. Also, don't forget the tow vehicle's axles each have a
gross axle weight rating -- adjusting the weight distribution system can help distribute the
weight appropriately. If you're looking to tow a smaller load, generally you can get away with a
weight carrying hitch. As the gross trailer weight creeps up on the scales, a weight distribution
hitch might start to look a lot more attractive. Usually if your trailer weighs in at more than 50
percent of the towing vehicle's weight, you'll need one of these hitches. Plus, once you reach
certain gross trailer weights, a weight distribution system is required by law anyway. So how do
you know which one to get? On the next page, we'll delve a little deeper into what you should
consider when picking out a weight distribution system. The most important thing to keep in
mind when picking out a weight distribution system is the weight of the load you'll be towing.
Weight distribution systems are rated in two ways: the gross trailer weight they can haul, and
the tongue weight they can distribute. You want to make sure both of those ratings are above
the amount you're looking to tow -- but not too far above it. For example, if the weight
distribution system has a 1, pound kilogram tongue weight capacity but the trailer is loaded
with only pounds kilograms of tongue weight with 50 pounds 23 kilograms of cargo in the trunk
of the towing vehicle, you're about pounds kilograms under the rating. That can make the
distribution unpredictable and dangerous. On the other hand, if the system is rated to 1, pounds
kilograms of tongue weight but you're attempting to distribute 1, pounds kilograms of tongue
weight, the system won't be able to distribute the weight effectively and you'll also have some
serious problems. Keep that infamous rule from "The Price Is Right" in mind when choosing a
weight distribution system -- you want to bid the closest without going over. A second choice
you'll have to make during the selection process is which type of spring bars you want in the

system. There are two common basic styles: round or trunnion. Round bars usually offer a little
more clearance space for hooking up the trailer, but trunnion bars can increase the system's
weight rating. The advantages presented by either round or trunnion bars vary from setup to
setup, so it's good to consult with someone who has experience while you're trying to decide.
Another factor to consider when purchasing a weight distribution system is whether you want
additional features like sway control. Generally, the systems are naturally less inclined to sway
so you can probably hold off on that purchase at first. If you're still experiencing sway and
provided you didn't do a really bad job packing or are driving too fast , then you might want to
look into adding a sway control system too. Some systems are two-in-one, with weight
distribution systems and sway control systems combined. On the next page, we'll look at how
weight distribution systems are installed and the nitty-gritty on how they operate. The first part
you'll install is called a shank. These usually plug into the receiver and can be turned in an
upward or downward direction, due to the fact that when both vehicles are level, one is often
lower or higher than the other. A head assembly is mounted onto the shank, and it provides
both the platform for the hitch ball and the spring bars. At this point, the trailer can be
re-hitched to the towing vehicle. Once the vehicles are back together, we can continue installing
the weight distribution system. In most systems, the setup basically works like this. Spring bars
remember either round bars or trunnion bars run from the head assembly to a pair of chains.
These chains hang down below the trailer from a set of brackets and attach to them in a way
that creates tension along the spring bars. As the tongue weight pushes the bars down, the
chains pull the bars up. In order to straighten out to their natural positions, the spring bars push
up on the head assembly, distributing the weight among the axles. The next step in the process
is usually to attach the chains to the spring bars and insert the bars into the head assembly.
Then the brackets are mounted on the trailer and the chains are attached to those, often with a
lift lock. The brackets should be lined up with the ends of the bars, and you generally want at
least five chain links showing. There are two main elements to keep in mind during the
installation process. The first is the change in the height of the wheel well rims of the two
vehicles. You'll want to measure them before, during and after installation to make sure the
weight distribution system is spreading the weight evenly and appropriately. The second aspect
is the angle of the bars -- they should run parallel to the tongue of the trailer or downwards
towards the ground, and often the head assembly can be tilted to accommodate this or the
amount of chain links can be adjusted. Some systems especially those that also offer enhanced
sway control may use slight variations, such as a pair of L-shaped brackets in place of the
chains, but the systems work in similar ways. Just remember that it's a very good idea to get a
professional to help you determine what weight distribution system will work best for you, and
to follow the instructions carefully while you're installing it. Once you're ready to ride, get lots
more great transportation links on the next page. Towing weight distribution systems like this
one can make towing large loads a safer experience. Purpose of Towing Weight Distribution
Systems. The difference between using a weight distribution system and going without is
clearly illustrated here. Choosing Towing Weight Distribution Systems. Installing Towing Weight
Distribution Systems. A towing weight distribution system with each portion numbered. Lots
More Information. Department of Transportation DOT. Related Content " ". How Transmission
Coolers Work. How Gooseneck Hitches Work. How Front-mount Receivers Work. Trailer owners
across the country have voted the Equal-i-zer hitch the 1 hitch on the road for six consecutive
years. Contact Us Warranty registration Find a Dealer. Shop Now. No-Shank Hitches Getting the
best weight distribution setup is important for safety. Using a no-shank Equal-i-zer allows you
flexibility for unique setups that require a specialty shank. Once you have determined which
size shank to use, pair the shank with the correct model of no-shank Equal-i-zer hitch. Shanks
Adjustable shanks make it easy to purchase a shank that ensures optimal weight distribution
setup. To determine which shank size works best for your setup, visit Find Your Shank Size.
Hitch Balls Equal-i-zer hitch balls are strong, durable, and specially made to fit Equal-i-zer
hitches. Designed and engineered in the USA from the highest-quality steel, our hitch balls
provide easy installation and superior strength. Pins and Clips Our Equal-i-zer hitch pins and
clips make hitching and unhitching easy. The clips and pins ensure the spring arms are firmly in
place on your trailer frame, providing the best performing sway control. Hitch Accessories If
you need to purchase another Snap-up lever, determine your tongue weight, grease your
Equal-i-zer hitch, or install a hitch ball on your Equal-i-zer hitch, we have the accessories to
make it easy. Swag Proudly wear an Equal-i-zer hitch t-shirt or hat next time you are camping or
towing with your Equal-i-zer hitch. When you tow with Fastway gear you get superior
engineering and strength with unmatched good looks. Fastway - Faster, Easier. If you need
replacement parts for your Sway Brackets, we have you covered. These arms are only
compatible with the matching weight rating hitch head. This part is specially designed to your

frame. Hitch Heads The Equal-i-zer head has two powerful points of rotational friction which
resist trailer sway. We have replacement Equal-i-zer hitch heads ranging from 4,, lb max trailer
weight. Nuts All nuts used to hold your Equal-i-zer hitch in place. Fits the bolts on the 6K, 10K,
12K, and 14K model hitches. Order today! Get the know how. Enter Your Email. Contents 1 What
is a Weight Distribution Hitch? The first question many new caravan or camper trailer owners
ask is "Do I need one of those towing hitch things". Maybe you do, maybe you don't. First lets
clarify what those 'towing things' are called. Unfortunately there are many names and this adds
to the confusion. The names you may have heard are: Stabilisers Load Levellers Equalisers
Weight Distribution Hitch or WDH or Hitch Anti Sway Device The word Stabilisers has been
used in the past to mean the same as Load levellers and Equalisers but in relation to Caravans
it is now more commonly used for preventing the caravan tipping or being unstable when
people are inside. So stabilisers, corner steady, corner jacks all do the same thing. Load
Levellers, Equalisers and WDH all do the same thing, they attempt to prevent the rear of the tow
vehicle sagging when the weight of the caravan or trailer is added to the tow ball. Load
Levellers and Equalisers are usually more basic, while the Weight Distribution Hitch WDH is
generally accepted to offer adjustable ball heights and be used with larger weights. Hitch may
also be used as an abbreviation for Weight Distribution Hitch. An Anti Sway Device has a
completely different purpose. They can be combined in the one unit, and a WDH can also
reduce sway, but the Anti Sway device is usually considered an extra, specifically added to
address a sway problem that still exists if a WDH has failed to prevent sway in all
circumstances. Persistent swaying is covered in the article titled " How to Stop your Caravan
Swaying. For passenger comfort you may find a WDH reduces front to rear rocking in the tow
vehicle, but this is not usually considered a safety issue. The combination below has a problem,
see the gap above the front wheel. How do you know if you need a Weight Distribution Hitch?
First, lets get rid of one myth. If your tow vehicle or tow bar specifications indicates a maximum
tow ball weight, then the use of a WDH does not increase what tow ball weight you can apply.
You must remain at or below the lowest tow ball weight specified. Your tow vehicle will also
have maximums that should be adhered to. Incorrect ball weight is dangerous because it
reduces your cars steering and braking ability. You can correct your ball weight by either using
a Weight Distribution Hitch or a Ball Weight Scale to reorganise your load. All of these products
are designed to maintain a correct level between the caravan and tow vehicle. This is crucial
because if the weight is not evenly distributed the front of the tow vehicle and the rear of the
van will tend to lift. Looking at the above diagram you will notice that if the rear of the tow
vehicle sags, the front of the tow vehicle lifts. This is the major problem as it reduces the
effectiveness of your steering. This will result in excessive trailer sway, poor handling, and
difficulty braking - not to mention abnormal tyre wear. To give you an idea of price variation a
short selection of weight distribution devices is shown below. Using stronger springs or pump
up shock absorbers on your tow vehicle may address the level issue, but don't forget about the
harder ride with stronger springs, or extra pressure on components if using shock absorbers to
take weight they were not designed for. The right hitch for you depends on a few things: 1 How
much weight your caravans puts on your tow ball. The image below shows what you want for
safe towing. In order to select the correct Weight Distribution Hitch WDH you firstly need to
determine how much weight the caravan puts on your vehicles tow ball. Note: Exceeding your
vehicle's maximum tow ball weight is illegal and dangerous, and could result in non-coverage
by insurance company, so an accurate reading is important. Some caravans have the Ball Load
written on the compliance plate, its worth checking there first. If it is not recorded then you will
have to measure the weight yourself. Tow Ball Scales: A couple of products make it quick and
easy to accurately measure your tow ball weight. By removing the guesswork you can feel
confident that your van and tow vehicle are functioning in the safest and most economical way,
every single trip. There are some really cheap tow ball scales out there, but the accuracy of the
ones we have tested, is less than the cheaper bathroom scale method shown below. Bathroom
Scales: A set of bathroom scales placed under the caravans tow point will tell you the weight on
your tow ball. Most bathroom scales will not read high enough so follow the below trick to get
your Ball Load. You should use a spacer to hold your van at the same height as when hooked to
your car. A Place a piece of timber between a your bathroom scales and something like a brick
to get to same height. B Rest the spacer mm from the brick and mm from the scales. Use a pipe
or narrow piece of timber to concentrate the weight at the correct location. C Place the
Caravans tow point on the spacer. Multiply the weight on the scales by 3. If the scales read kg
then the Ball Load is really kg kg on scales plus kg on brick. Therefore you would need a hitch
rated above kg. If your ball weight is less than kg, and the height of your caravan coupling is
close to, or within 50mm lower than your tow ball before hitching up, then one of the less
advanced units may be quite adequate. Some Weight Distribution Hitches have 2 options for the

bar length: a 30 inch bars are the standard. They have the same weight ratings. In some older
caravans the jockey wheel clamp may need to be relocated. Check for obstructions on your
A-Frame. Measure back from the centre of your tow ball or coupling. Weight Distribution
Hitches will inhibit manual override brakes working properly. You can still use the Hitches but
you need to allow for harder braking. Of the more basic hitches, the CA type will allow better
braking as the bars also slide in the brackets. The styles with chains will work, provided the
chain is not too short when under tension. Many tow vehicle will need an adjustable tow ball
mount that allows the tow ball to be set at a higher or lower level than would normally be the
case. There is no allowance for adjustment on the smaller hitches, but once you get to over kg
rating they generally come standard with adjustment for height. There is an adjustable towball
mount that can be used with the lower rated kits. Some kits are sold with a shank the part that
slides into the towbar receiver on the vehicle and some kits can be purchased without the
standard shank so that even greater offsets can be achieved by buying an offset shank
separately. If you need an offset shank, you should only buy a hitch that has NO SHANK,
otherwise you will have an extra shank that we cannot accept back. With more caravan
A-frames being made with mm deep steel, some manufactures recess the coupling to acheive
the clearance. Above: The round bar style provides a more universal solution. Selecting the
correct Shank Because each brand and design is different, you will need to see what offsets can
be achieved with each shank. I've put together some colour coded diagrams that tries to make
these easier to compare. The following set of diagrams allows you to compare all different
offsets possible, but the same detail is included with each WDH detail page shown using the
link above "Show Towing Kits". You only need to read-on here, if your preferred Hitch does not
cover the offset you need. It is important to note EAZ Lift define their vertical offset as
measured to the centre of the tow ball or coupling, that is why the image shows the coupling
rather than a tow ball. At the time of writing, PRO Series were only available with a standard
shank. These are considered the best value if the vertical range is suitable. If other brands are
on special they may be better value at the time. These vertical offsets are measured between the
centre of your hitch receiver and the base of the tow ball. This is the most common method to
measure as there are different height tow balls available. They were released in and the shanks
cannot be interchanged with earlier models. These provide the ability for a tighter turning circle
if the Caravan A-Frame is set higher. They are also better suited to A-Frames that are mm deep.
Read the next article on How to Stop your Caravan Swaying and see the spectacular caravan
crash video. A lot of modern caravans are going over to the Hitchmaster style of hitch. What
about an article on them and what WDH you can use with. I have a Lotus van with a high
clearance, which when hitched to my tow vehicle causes the van to be lower at the front. The
van is fitted with? Simplicity independent suspension. The tow ball weight is well under the
spec for the car but the appearance of the hitched unit has drawn adverse comments from other
caravaners. There are no handling problems with the tow vehicle and no sign of adverse tyre
wear on either van or car. Simplicity have stated that because the suspension is fully
independent there is no significant extra weight on the front wheels when towing with the van
lower at the front. I have an articulated hitch and do not use WD devices. I believe that a well
balanced and properly loaded van with a legal tow bar weight should not need. The respondent
above John seems to think that a "down at front" towed vehicle is OK, so long as the tow-ball
weight is within legal limits. This ignores the fact that the van is designed to travel in a level
position, and if the nose is low or high, this changes the weight distribution on the axles of the
van. The change in attitude in turn impacts on the braking effectiveness of the system. This
comment applies only to dual-axle vans, of course. A single axle van is not compromised by the
non-level attitude. Excellent product, replaced a sub-standard item badly-installed by the factory
that leaked. This correct item just worked, perfectly, first time! This is the right way to interface
from plastic pipes to a brass tap, not an all plastic elbow with Silicon sealing. Posting Australia
wide. See All Articles. Peter Rankovic. Please sign in if you want to add a comment. Sign In.
Simple Guide to Towing Mirrors. How to measure Hubs, Rims and Tyres. Beginners Guide to
Caravan Jockey Wheels. What People Say Want to start a roaring arguement? Post a question
online about whether or not you should fit a weight distribution hitch to your rig and grab the
popcorn. Personally I do not understand why so many people out there are so opposed to fitting
them. They are an essential safety device that improves the drivability and stability of any rig.
They also take a lot of the bounce out of the back end of the tow vehicle making the ride more
comfortable. The other thing to consider is the sheer amount of weight you're expecting your
rear suspension to handle with a heavy caravan in tow. In addition to what ever load is in the
back, you have now added anything up to kgs on the towball as well. A WDH can redistribute
that load across the rest of the car and back to the front axles, lessening the work the rear
suspension has to do and improving its longevity. The manufacturers of many tow vehicles do

not recommend that owners use a weight distribution hitch with some of their vehicles. These
are generally vehicles with automatic levelling suspension such as air bags or pressurised
hydraulic dampen
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ers. In the case of the current Land Rover Discovery, I understand the configuration of the hitch
itself prevents fitting a weight distribution device. In any case, these vehicles will likely have
recommended tow ball weights for a given weight of trailer. While I would never advocate for
anyone to do something that may void their warranty or compromise the operation of their
vehicle, if you have a setup that looks like the first one in the above diagram, there's a good
chance it's not safe. In the meantime, our suggestion is that if you have a towball weight in the
kg to kg range, and your vehicle manufacturer allows it, then you really should consider fitting a
weight distribution hitch. If you have any doubts, the best thing to do is to discuss the option
with your vehicle service agent or talk to an authorised fitter for weight distribution devices
such as Hayman Reece. One thing to keep in mind. Skip to content Want to start a roaring
arguement? For GVM Upgrades. Become a Sponsor.

